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The Petition on the 
Early English Stage

SCOTT OLDENBURG

In one of the many episodes in the anonymous play A Most 
Pleasant and Merie Nevv Comedie, Intitled, A Knacke to Knowe a 
Knave (1592), a miller, a smith, and a cobbler debate who should 
present their petition on behalf of the town of Gotham to King Ed-
gar.1 Although seemingly superfluous to the main plot, the scene 
was noteworthy enough to be included as part of the extended 
title of the play: With Kemps Applauded Merrimentes of the Men of 
Goteham, in Receiuing the King into Goteham. The highlighting of 
this skit was in part due to the growing celebrity of William Kemp 
and the popularity of Andrew Boorde’s jest book, Merie Tales of 
the Mad Men of Gotam (1565).2 The malapropisms and faulty logic 
of the townsmen provide comic relief in an otherwise serious play 
about corruption at Court and in the Commonwealth. The scene 
is rendered more farcical when it is discovered that the petition 
itself is aimed not at the pressing socioeconomic and political 
issues of the play but rather at securing the right to compel trav-
elers (beginning presumably with the king and his entourage) to 
purchase locally brewed ale.

Prior to this farcical scene of petitioning is a more serious 
moment in which the character Honesty takes Piers Plowman to 
present his petition to the king (E3r).3 Piers complains that he 
and his family have been forced to “beg for maintenance” by an 
“unknown farmer” who is actively amassing land on the coun-
tryside (E3r). It is then revealed that the mysterious farmer goes 
by the name Walter Would-Have-More, an acquisitive farmer 
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who has bought his way into the king’s favor (E3v). The clerk of 
the Assizes enters to confirm that Walter is guilty of a long list of 
crimes against the poor, including engrossing corn, unreason-
ably raising rents, and generally harassing the poor with suits. 
Walter, the figure of voracious self-interest, is further found guilty 
of having “conueyed corne out of the land to feede the Enemie” 
(E3v). Thus, in Knack, oppression of the poor is enmeshed with 
betrayal of national interest. The episode is one of several in which 
Honesty proves his titular skill to “know a Knaue” when he sees 
one, but it also complements Kemp’s scene, offering a serious 
treatment of petitioning on behalf of the commons (A3r). In fact, 
it might be said that the jovial petitioning of the men of Gotham 
is made possible by Honesty’s righting of the realm in the previ-
ous petitioning scene. But Knack is not unusual in its staging of 
petitioning. Whether in the anonymous Knack or Shakespeare’s 
The Second Part of Henry the Sixth (1591), such scenes typically 
focus on a stage property that, outside of the theater, could be 
a fairly benign or politically vexed object. Even the humblest of 
supplications could carry with it a kind of audacity, a reminder 
that the social order was not exclusively top-down; its foundations 
could work from the bottom up with the expectation of recipro-
cal obligations. Thus the petition as stage property could evoke 
a wide range of political possibilities for a play and its audience.

Through the figure of Piers and his petition, notes Mike Rod-
man Jones, Knack alludes to a long tradition of religious and 
agrarian complaint.4 Entering into theological and socioeconomic 
debates of its time, William Langland’s fourteenth-century allegori-
cal poem, The Vision of Piers Plowman, circulated in manuscript 
form until 1550, when it was printed by Robert Crowley. Matthew 
Giancarlo examines the impact of parliamentary discourse and 
petitioning specifically on Piers Plowman and the immediate Piers 
Plowman tradition of fifteenth-century poems such as Mum and 
the Sothsegger and The Crowned King.5 Andrew McRae and Su-
kanta Chaudhuri further chart the tradition of appropriating the 
figure of Piers for the purpose of religious and social commentary 
well into the sixteenth century.6 For instance, Piers makes an ap-
pearance in the mid-Tudor anti-enclosure dialogue, Jack of the 
Northe, in which Piers laments that England is populated with 
so many men “Ever desyryng to take monye / As gredye of it as 
bees of honye.”7 This connection is especially significant, as Mi-
chael Johnston argues, because Crowley’s printing of Langland’s 
poem was in response to the mid-Tudor rebellions in East Anglia 
and Norfolk prompted in part by protests of enclosures.8 In ad-
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dition, the figure of Piers speaks on behalf of the poor in Newes 
from the North (1579), a wide-ranging dialogue about social ills 
in England.9 As Steven Justice shows, the tradition dates back 
to Langland’s own lifetime when, in 1381, John Ball and other 
leaders of the Peasants’ Revolt alluded to the poem.10 Knack con-
tinues in this tradition, not for the purpose of sedition but rather 
to demonstrate the positive productivity of officially sanctioned 
channels of petitioning.

Indeed, upon receiving the petition, Edgar declares, “I haue 
heard my father say, / That piers plowman was one of the best 
members in a commonwealth” (E3r). In addition to acknowledging 
the importance of agrarian labor, Edgar’s praise of Piers may signal 
one way in which petitions were understood. They provided useful 
information for the management of the realm. The supplication 
could further function as a kind of gift, ritualistically reasserting 
the addressee’s prestige and authority.11 Nevertheless, a petition 
could also risk challenging authority. R. W. Hoyle singles out as 
the most radical those petitions representing a collective will, 
petitions on behalf of members of a particular craft or town.12 In 
displaying the commons’ ability to organize around a cause, such 
petitions had a strong association with coordinated riot. Knack 
seems to invert such expectations, however, as the collective peti-
tion on behalf of Gotham turns out to be laughable, whereas the 
petition brought by the individual Piers offers a crucial interven-
tion in Walter’s primitive accumulation of capital.13 The former 
scene fits well with Maya Mathur’s observation that in the early 
1590s potentially radical figures of the commons were frequently 
rendered clownish on the stage.14 The latter scene emphasizes 
the progressive potential of petitions for the realm.

Petitioning scenes are ubiquitous in early English drama and 
usually function to depict and to critique how justice functions in 
the world of the play. For example, in a scene from the anonymous 
play Nobody and Somebody (1592), King Archigallo is presented 
with three petitions.15 In the first, Lord Morgan and Lord Malgo 
request the king to arbitrate their dispute over the possession of 
“the Southern Island.” Archigallo shockingly rules that the isle 
shall become his own possession (lines 71–104, 80).16 Immediately 
following this ruling, two commoners—an unnamed Clown and 
Rafe—petition the king to rule on who has the right to be mar-
ried to a nameless maid described by the king as “a pretty, neat, 
brown wench” (line 129). Rather than settle the case, however, 
the king decides to make the maid a lady, presumably with the 
aim of garnering sexual favors from her, while Rafe and the Clown 
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are dismissed by Archigallo’s advisor, Lord Sicophant. Archigallo 
then reads the third petition and declares,

What’s here? Complaints against one Nobody
For overmuch relieving of the poor,
Helping distressed prisoners, entertaining
Extravagants and vagabonds. What fellow’s this?

(lines 156–60)

Rather than read the petition as a complaint about misman-
agement in Archigallo’s realm (nobody is helping the poor), the 
petition is comically interpreted as a complaint about an actual 
character named Nobody (who actually turns out to exist in the 
play), and much of the play is devoted to a competition between 
the eponymous characters, Nobody and Somebody.17 As Anthony 
Archdeacon notes, this petitioning scene, which dramatizes the 
tyranny that had up to this point only been described in rumors, 
marks the play’s crucial shift from history to farce.18

Petitioning scenes reflect a familiar practice in early modern 
England, an essential element of communication between sub-
jects and their monarch. Ethan H. Shagan, for example, argues 
that petitions provided an important “feedback” mechanism in 
Tudor governance, and Hoyle suggests that the petition was so 
essential to Tudor politics that there was “a constant stream of 
members of the commons petitioning government for the exer-
cise of its discretion.”19 Peter Lake and Steve Pincus note the 
important role petitioning had in establishing a public sphere, 
while Annabel Patterson finds petitions in late sixteenth- and 
early seventeenth-century England so prevalent that she labels 
England a “petitioning society” as she charts the increased force 
attached to petitions leading to the Petition of Right in 1628.20

Nobody and Somebody in particular demonstrates some of the 
diverse functions of the petition in early modern England. Peti-
tions might request judgment on a dispute, register a complaint, 
or seek relief, special privileges, or favor. Sometimes referred to 
as supplications or, in certain cases, bills, petitions could be 
submitted by anyone in the realm: commoners, elites, women, 
men, individuals, or groups. They might be addressed to the king, 
Parliament, powerful lords, or other figures of authority. Nobody 
and Somebody features petitions on property disputes, domestic 
issues, and larger political failures from elites, commoners, and—
in the case of the petition against Nobody—a group or individual 
claiming to speak on behalf of the Commonwealth.
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Writing a petition involved considerable skill. Angel Day’s 
epistolary manual, The English Secretorie (1586), provided several 
pages on petitions, but because successful petitions generally fol-
lowed a formula and carefully constructed rhetoric of deference, 
petitioners, especially commoners, tended to employ a scribe or 
local lawyer to draft the document.21 Even when employing a clerk 
to help deliver the petition, there was a preference for petitions 
submitted in person, so between preparation of the document 
and travel, petitioning could constitute a considerable expense 
and effort for a commoner.22

The petition itself was almost always a single sheet of paper 
folded with the addressee’s name on the outside and the carefully 
crafted complaint or request on the inside. Thus when a nameless 
petitioner in The Weakest Goeth to the Wall (1591–1600) is asked 
by the Duke of Bullen, “What’s your suit?,” the petitioner replies, 
“This paper will unfold, / If please you take perusal of the same.”23 
The petitioner’s use of “unfold” is both metaphorical (a figure for 
revelation) and literal (a gesture toward the stage property—the 
folded paper—he presents to the duke).24

Frances Teague asserts that while a stage property can func-
tion in many ways, it often “serves as a figure for a character, a 
token of identity,” or what Andrew Sofer more recently describes 
as “identity metonymies.”25 A crown, hat, or cap marked social 
status while a sword, spade, or other instrument might suggest 
occupation. The petition necessarily signals that the bearer is 
a petitioner, and this, along with the sometime-stated contents 
of the petition, is often all one knows about the character. In 
addition to The Weakest Goeth to the Wall, unnamed petition-
ers appear in Shakespeare’s 2 Henry VI, part one of Thomas 
Heywood’s Fair Maid of the West (1610), John Webster’s Appius 
and Virginia (1625–27), William Heminge’s The Fatal Contract: A 
French Tragedy (1633–34), Richard Brome’s The Queen and Con-
cubine (1635), George Chapman’s The Tragedy of Chabot, Admiral 
of France (1622), and James Shirley’s The Royal Master (1638) 
and The Sisters (1642), among others, while Thomas Preston’s 
A Lamentable Tragedy Mixed Ful of Pleasant Mirth, Conteyning 
the Life of Cambises King of Percia (1569) renders the petitioner 
as an abstraction, an allegorical character named Commons 
Complaint. 26 Similarly, plays such as George Whetstone’s The 
Seconde Parte of the Historie of Promos and Cassandra (1577) 
feature “poore Citysens,” or “a Poore man” as petitioners.27 This 
is not to say that protagonists never act as petitioners. Although 
it is not clear that she ever actually submits a piece of paper to 
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Promos, the Argument to the first part of The Historie, of Pro-
mos and Cassandra (1577) describes Cassandra as submitting 
“an humble petition to the Lord Promos.”28 More often than not, 
however, named petitioners, such as Master Butler in Sir John 
Oldcastle (1599) or Arthur Crosse in The Famous History of the 
Life and Death of Captain Thomas Stukeley (1596), appear to be 
only slightly more developed than their nameless counterparts. 
Perhaps playing with the stage convention, in John Day’s early 
Jacobean satire The Ile of Gvls (1606), the protagonists Amintas 
and Julio disguise themselves as a poor soldier and a poor scholar 
respectively to submit their petitions.29

Unlike most hand properties that identify the role being 
played, the petition does not typically remain in the possession of 
the petitioner. Upon submission to the addressee, the stage peti-
tion takes on a new meaning for the audience. While the petitioner 
was motivated by need and deployed a rhetoric of powerlessness 
and deference, the monarch or local lord was not (as Archigallo 
would have it) entirely free to be capricious or merely self-inter-
ested. Hearing petitions was a part of one’s duties, and, as R. A. 
Houston emphasizes, one should not underestimate “the coercive 
force of moral obligation” and the need to maintain authority by 
at least appearing just.30 When Archigallo abuses his power in 
the petitioning scene of Nobody and Somebody, Lord Cornwell 
warns him that such acts will inspire “the common hatred of 
your subjects” (line 155). That is, when a petition is passed to the 
character in authority on the early English stage, the property 
might come to symbolize social or political obligation. The duke 
or king might act magnanimously or prudently but is not sup-
posed to act arbitrarily or selfishly. After all, Archigallo’s denial 
of various petitions sets in motion the discontent that leads to 
a full-scale rebellion in the play, supported in part by the lords 
whom he had wronged.

A similar sense of the petition symbolizing failed obligation 
occurs in Thomas Dekker’s If This Be Not a Good Play, the Devil Is 
in It (1611). Toward the beginning of the play, the newly crowned 
King of Naples plans out his week according to a model of good 
government: on Mondays, he explains, he will act as judge and, 
on “Tuesdays, we’ll sit to hear the poor man’s cries, / Orphans 
and widows: our own princely eyes / Shall their petitions read.”31 
Although Ruffman, the devil, is on his way to corrupt the king, 
the scene already reveals problems at Court: Count Jovinelli con-
sistently jokes about more trivial plans for the week, plans that 
in many ways come to fruition as Ruffman influences the Court. 
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By act III, Octavio—the dutiful advisor to the king—enters with 
petitions declaring,

If now thou art a just King, keep thy word,
With thy poor subjects
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
This is thy day to hear the poor man’s cry:
And yonder’s crying enough, at the Court gates;
Five hundred white heads, and scarce ten good hats,
Yet haberdashers too, of all trades some,
Crying out they are undone.32

Octavio blames the pomp of courtiers surrounding the king, 
but the pressure on the king at the delivery of these petitions is 
palpable. After listing the various wrongs described in the peti-
tions, Octavio asks, “How wilt thou stop their throats?” to which 
the misguided king replies, “With halters.”33 As with Nobody and 
Somebody, the petitioning scene underlines the failings of the 
monarch: just as the king replaces good counselors with bad, 
so reciprocal relations of the play’s social order are replaced by 
brute force. Thus, the stage petition often enters into a dynamic 
exchange emblematic of the mutual obligations of petitioner and 
petitioned. When petitioning fails in these plays, the society de-
picted is typically on the brink of social upheaval.

Yet the use of the stage petition is not limited simply to passing 
it from petitioner to authority. Douglas Bruster notes that stage 
properties often appear in contemporary accounts of plays when 
they are subjected to a “breach of decorum,” when something 
unexpected is done with them.34 While the king’s suggestion to 
hang all petitioners in If This Be Not a Good Play fits this failure 
to respond appropriately, the material petition is also sometimes 
subjected to a lack of proper decorum. In The Spanish Tragedy 
(1587), a play known for its highly symbolic use of stage properties, 
Hieronimo grieves the loss of his son and resolves to be patient 
in his desire for revenge when he is visited by petitioners—three 
nameless Citizens and one Old Man.35 The First Citizen describes 
Hieronimo to his fellow petitioners:

So I will tell you this: for learning and for law,
There is not any advocate in Spain
That can prevail, or will take half the pain
That he will, in pursuit of equity.36
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Hieronimo is evidently well known as an advocate for commoners. 
This new information about him is especially cutting since, in the 
first Quarto of the play, this scene directly follows one in which, 
at Lorenzo’s encouragement, the king ignores Hieronimo’s suit for 
justice in seeking his son’s murderers. Despite Hieronimo’s repu-
tation, the ordinary channels of justice fail him. Still, Hieronimo 
imagines that the petitioners will provide a welcome distraction 
from his own woes.

As with several other petitioning scenes, this one emphasizes 
the range of issues addressed by petitions: leases, debts, and legal 
actions. The Old Man, at this point identified as Don Bazulto, 
submits to Hieronimo “[t]he humble supplication / Of Don Bazulto 
for his murdered son” (III.xiii.77–8). The petition’s uncanny echo 
of Hieronimo’s own predicament prompts Hieronimo to rebuke 
himself:

If love’s effects so strives in lesser things,
If love enforce such moods in meaner wits,
If love express such power in poor estates,
Hieronimo, whenas a raging sea
Tossed with the wind and tide o’erturneth thee,
The upper billows’ course of waves to keep,
Whilst lesser waters labour in the deep,
Then shamest thou not, Hieronimo, to neglect
The sweet revenge of thy Horatio?

(III.xiii.98–106)

Implored from below, ignored from above, Hieronimo bemoans 
his political paralysis here. Building on the work of C. L. Barber, 
Kevin Dunn relates this sense of frustration to Hieronimo’s unique 
class position: he is to both assert advice as a counselor and to 
appear disinterested—that is, he must express agency without 
subjectivity—resulting in his disdain for Bazulto’s class as well 
as shame for his own failings to live up to Bazulto’s ability to act 
upon injustice.37

The complicated grammar of Hieronimo’s sentence, more-
over—three conditional clauses ending with “poor estates,” fol-
lowed by a simile about waves subjected to wind and tide while 
undercurrents remain steadfast, before getting to the main clause, 
which turns out to be a question—reflects Hieronimo’s own com-
plex and labyrinthine thoughts. Hieronimo refers to Bazulto as 
“father” only to confuse Bazulto with the ghost of Hieronimo’s 
son almost sixty lines later (III.xiii.73 and 130). Between these 
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moments of misidentification, Hieronimo imagines that Horatio’s 
murderers are present and declares, “Then will I rend and tear 
them thus and thus, / Shivering their limbs in pieces with my 
teeth” (III.xiii.121–2). At this moment, Hieronimo tears the peti-
tions, apparently with his teeth. He does not seem really to intend 
to ruin the petitions; they are merely the inanimate casualties of 
his revenge reverie. Nevertheless, the man who would advocate on 
behalf of petitioners instead destroys the petitions. Hieronimo’s 
fantasy of revenge bars the normal paths of redress from others 
even as it symbolizes his own abandonment of the state’s system 
of justice.

The Spanish Tragedy’s petitioners then reproach Hieronimo 
for tearing their papers. The First Citizen cries, “O sir, my dec-
laration!,” while the third declares, “Alas, my lease! It cost me / 
Ten pound, and you, my lord, have torn the same” (III.xiii.123–5). 
The objections emphasize that for the petitioners these are not 
casual pieces of paper but important documents, even if they 
are common enough to a man of Hieronimo’s status. Hieronimo 
denies that he has done harm, stating, “That cannot be, I gave it 
never a wound. / Show me one drop of blood fall from the same” 
(III.xiii.126–7). The imagery of Hieronimo’s defense, confusing ink 
with blood, nonetheless betrays the vital importance of petitions 
and the pains commoners might go to in drafting and submitting 
them.38 In Hieronimo’s metaphor, to tear the petitions is to assault 
the foundation of reciprocal social relations in the world of the 
play, to wound the commons and draw blood from the body politic.

That the tearing of petitions was a striking scene for playgoers 
is perhaps most apparent in Shakespeare’s borrowing of the idea 
for 2 Henry VI.39 Early in the play, a group of petitioners seek the 
Lord Protector, Duke Humphrey, who, as the second petitioner in 
the Quarto of the play explains, is a well-known advocate for poor 
petitioners. Like the praise of Hieronimo in The Spanish Tragedy, 
the second petitioner declares,

I pray God saue the good Duke Humphries life,
For but for him a many were vndone,
That cannot get no succor in the Court.40

Rather than Duke Humphrey, the petitioners encounter and are 
compelled to submit their petitions to the Duke of Suffolk and 
Queen Margaret. The petitions again are diverse: an individual 
complaining of personal wrongs, an apprentice complaining 
about his master, and a collective petition protesting enclosures. 
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When the first petitioner complains of “John Goodman, my Lord 
Cardinal’s man, for keeping my house and lands and wife and all 
from me,” Suffolk seems to belittle the petitioner’s misfortunes.41 
Another intercepted petition comes from the only named peti-
tioner, Peter Thump, complaining that his master claims that the 
Duke of York is the rightful heir to the throne, a petition Suffolk 
uses to his advantage to cause problems for his political rival. 
Still another petition is against Suffolk himself “for enclosing the 
commons of long Melford” (TLN 333–4). In the Quarto, this peti-
tion, representing the “whole township,” prompts Suffolk to tear 
the petitions and declare,

So now show your petitions to Duke Humphrey.
Villaines get you gone and come not neare the Court,
Dare these pesants write against me thus.

(TLN 336–8)

The Quarto’s sequence thus culminates with the radically collec-
tive anti-enclosure petition. The fact that the petition is barred by 
the accused encloser himself and that it leads to his outrage and 
tearing of petitions emphasizes the vulnerability of the commons 
to the political whims of the elite and the topical importance of 
enclosures to the play.42 Suffolk’s epithet, “Villaines,” reinforces 
this point. Although the word denotes lowly, troublesome people, 
it also carries its feudal root: villeins were unfree peasants with 
little to no legal standing in relation to their lord.43 This episode 
also highlights Patterson’s claim that there existed an intimate 
link between collective petitioning and “dangerous militancy.”44 
Rather than a convenient excuse for rebellion on behalf of York, 
Jack Cade’s rebellion appears as the natural outcome of the rul-
ing class’s failure to respond appropriately to the petitions from 
the commons.

The folio effaces some of this. The praise of Humphrey as a 
champion for poor petitioners is reduced to a pun on the title Lord 
Protector: “Marry, the Lord protect him, for he’s a good man! / 
Jesu bless him!” (I.iii.4–5).45 Suffolk’s outrage is also downplayed. 
The anti-enclosure petition is presented second rather than last 
and elicits no more from Suffolk than “How now, sir knave!” as 
he moves on to the third petition against Peter Thump’s allegedly 
Yorkist master (I.iii.21–2). More significantly, the folio specifies 
that Margaret rails against the commoners, expressing exaspera-
tion with the practice of petitioning and jealousy of the commons’ 
admiration for Humphrey:
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And as for you, that love to be protected
Under the wings of our Protector’s grace,
Begin your suits anew, and sue to him.

(I.iii.38–40)

At this point Margaret, not Suffolk, tears the petitions and an-
nounces her own class revulsion: “Away, base cullions!” (I.iii.41). 
Jean E. Howard and Phyllis Rackin have shown how 2 Henry VI 
pins much of the disorder in the realm on female ambition. Mar-
garet’s destruction of the petitions and disdain for the petitioners 
in the folio only adds more evidence to their thesis.46

Moreover, insofar as 2 Henry VI is about Englishness or 
English national identity, the fact that the petitions are torn not 
just by a woman, but specifically by a French woman is particu-
larly significant.47 Although petitions were no less important in 
early modern France, Margaret acts as though the episode has 
underscored a major cultural and political difference for her.48 
She laments,

My Lord of Suffolk, say, is this the guise,
Is this the fashions in the court of England?
Is this the government of Britain’s isle,
And this the royalty of Albion’s king?

(I.iii.43–6)

Margaret quickly goes on to complain that Henry is subservient 
to “the surly Gloucester’s governance” (I.iii.48), but it is clear in 
the opening of the speech that the “this” of her tirade is the pe-
titioning scene itself, triggering what Nicholas Grene describes 
as Margaret’s “arbitrary contempt for law and due process.”49 
Like Coriolanus, Margaret is repulsed by the idea that there is 
even a venue for commoners to voice their concerns.50 She then 
waxes nostalgic about tournaments in Tours, and the contrast is 
complete: grubby petitioning commoners in England and shining 
knights jousting in France. Petitioning was practiced throughout 
early modern Europe, but Margaret’s rejection of the petitioners in 
2 Henry VI presents petitioning as an especially English, almost 
patriotic, activity, one that connects commoners to Court in a 
national project distinct from that of France.

Whether the folio or Quarto is given preeminence, both employ 
the stage direction about tearing the petition.51 Even if the Quarto 
is a memorial reconstruction, the tearing of the petitions proves 
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to be a particularly memorable event in the play. Rackin argues 
that the scene demonizes Suffolk and especially the queen while 
ideologically exculpating “the older aristocracy, represented by the 
good Duke of Gloucester.”52 To some degree, however, the scene 
also vindicates the commons. Some critics have taken issue with 
the anti-literacy element of Cade’s rebellion later in the play, in 
which the rebels try the clerk of Chartham for being able to write 
his name and Cade commands them to “burn all the records of 
the realm” (IV.ii.78–101 and IV.vii.12).53 But committing one’s 
name to a legal document is precisely what commoners did in 
the petitioning process. The petitioning scene emphasizes the 
commoners’ reliance on writing while the same scene depicts 
the elites’ rejection of the written word when it fails to serve the 
interests of those in power. As Craig A. Bernthal has argued, the 
scene shows the decay of the judicial system in England and 
therefore makes sense of Cade’s rebellion later in the play.54 The 
rebels’ objection to writing, then, mirrors—even parodies—the 
ruling class’s previous destruction of the petitions. The disrup-
tion of legal recourse for commoners results in a similar, albeit 
greatly amplified, disruption of ruling-class legal documentation.

In case the point is missed, the folio includes another petition, 
one apparently submitted by the rebels at the height of the rebel-
lion.55 Act IV, scene iv begins with the stage direction, “Enter the 
KING with a supplication, and the QUEEN with Suffolk’s head.” 
Suffolk, the queen, a petition—the scene seems intent on recalling 
the earlier petitioning scene, but, instead of torn petitions, there 
is the severed head of the enclosing lord, and the grieving queen 
replaces the dismayed petitioners.56 This tableau thus connects 
the rebels’ petition to the king to the obstruction of the common-
ers in the earlier petitioning scene.

Shakespeare was certainly drawing on Thomas Kyd for the 
tearing of petitions scene, but he and Kyd, similar to the author(s) 
of Knack, were also probably alluding to Langland’s The Vision 
of Piers Plowman.57 In Crowley’s sixteenth-century edition of the 
poem (based on the B-text), Truth presents Piers with a pardon 
written in Latin; Piers then finds a priest to examine the pardon. 
Unfolding the pardon (not unlike the unfolding of a stage peti-
tion), the priest accurately glosses the paper for Piers as simply 
“do wel and haue wel, and god shal haue Þi soule.”58 It does not 
pardon; it merely paraphrases Matthew 25. At this point, Piers, 
“for pure tene,” or anger, “pulled it [asonder]” (VII.119).59 Although 
interpretations of this episode vary widely, several critics argue 
that Piers’s anger is directed not at the pardon but at the priest 
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who attempts to assert interpretive authority over him.60 By the 
same token, Hieronimo imagines his gesture aimed at the mur-
derers of Horatio rather than at the petition or petitioners. In 
that sense, tearing documents seems to be a protest of author-
ity. Suffolk and Margaret of 2 Henry VI may be authority figures, 
but their destruction of petitions is very much an objection to 
the legitimate position of Duke Humphrey as Lord Protector and, 
more importantly, the authority of the petitioning process itself.

Other critics of Piers Plowman read the tearing of the pardon 
as a rejection of the old law of retribution in favor of the new law 
of mercy.61 The Spanish Tragedy and 2 Henry VI secularize and 
invert this movement. Individuals take the law into their own 
hands, rebelling against the failures of justice in their respective 
societies. Hieronimo and his accomplice Isabella take revenge on 
Horatio’s murderers, the princes of Spain and Portugal, while the 
commoners in 2 Henry VI forego legal remedies and follow Cade 
in rebellion. Indeed, viewing 2 Henry VI through the lens of The 
Spanish Tragedy brings into focus the idea that rebellion might 
be read as a kind of collective revenge, or that revenge might be 
seen as a form of individual rebellion.62

But Piers Plowman also has its connection to popular rebellion. 
The letters of the leaders of the 1381 Peasants’ Revolt allude to 
the character Piers as a “brother,” and John Ball evidently drew 
upon the poem in his sermon at Blackheath.63 Several critics 
argue that Langland revised his poem in what is now known as 
the C-text version to distance himself from the revolt. For fear of 
being associated with the rebels’ destruction of judicial records 
(which Shakespeare projected onto Cade’s rebellion), for example, 
Langland appears to have removed the tearing of the pardon from 
the poem altogether.64

The Spanish Tragedy too underwent revision for the 1602 
Quarto.65 Among the changes, there seems to be a similar dis-
tancing of the play from popular politics. Although the petitioning 
scene with Bazulto appears in the 1602 Quarto, most scholars 
agree that, in performance, the intent was to replace that scene 
with one in which Hieronimo discusses art and loss with a painter 
named Bazardo.66 In this replacement scene Hieronimo identifies 
not with a group of aggrieved commoners but with a grieving art-
ist; thus, popular politics would give way to introspection and a 
reflection on aesthetics. Similarly, although the folio of 2 Henry VI 
retains the petitioning scene, the later version of the play clearly 
underwent substantial changes. In the folio, the anti-enclosure 
petition is tucked away as the second petition so that it does not 
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appear to be the one triggering Suffolk and Margaret’s outrage. 
And, as has already been noted, the play appears to have been 
revised so that the tearing of the petitions is carried out not by 
the English-born Suffolk but rather by a meddlesome foreigner, 
Margaret.

The revision of these plays points to a pattern of suppressing 
or otherwise tempering the radical potential of petitioning scenes.67 
In that sense, the revisions attest to the enduring political valence 
and populist appeal of the petition on the early English stage. At 
the same time, it should be noted that most of the plays discussed 
here are from the early 1590s. Despite some notable exceptions, 
it is clear that the petitioning scene, at least in its populist form, 
was in decline by the late 1590s.68 This coincides with other shifts 
in early modern playing: the establishment of indoor theaters, 
the reconstitution of the boys’ companies, and the use of smaller 
casts. Indeed, by 1596, the Chamberlain’s Men were the target 
of a petition objecting to James Burbage’s attempt to establish 
an indoor theater for the company in the fashionable neighbor-
hood of Blackfriars. The theater had to be leased to the Chapel 
Children until 1608, when the adult company was able to take 
over the lease.69

Although the status of players had always been a vexed one, 
several players sought to identify more closely with the elite 
audience members attending the indoor theaters and Court 
performances. Edward Alleyn of the Admiral’s Men, for example, 
apparently sought knighthood while using his wealth to found the 
school now known as Dulwich College.70 Members of the Cham-
berlain’s Men—Shakespeare, Robert Armin, John Heminges, and 
Augustine Phillips—acquired coats of arms for their families.71 
When King James I adopted the Chamberlain’s Men as his own, 
they also became Grooms of the Chamber, not a paying position 
but one that granted them the status of royal courtiers and that 
allowed them to wear the royal livery.72

Several plays encourage such identification as they lambaste 
the tastes of commoners in the amphitheaters, where one might 
still see the occasional petitioning scene. In praise of the new 
indoor theater, Ned Planet of John Marston’s Jack Drum’s En-
tertainment (1600) declares, “A man shall not be choakte / With 
the stench of Garlicke, nor be pasted / To the barmy Iacket of 
a Beer-brewer.”73 Forty years later, in Brome’s The Antipodes: A 
Comedie (1636), Lord Letoy recalls the disappearance from the 
theater of bits such as the “Merrimentes of the Men of Goteham”:
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Yes in the dayes of Tarlton and Kempe,
Before the stage was purg’d from barbarisme,
And brought to the perfection it now shines with.74

Like Margaret’s contrast between English petitioners and French 
knights in 2 Henry VI, The Antipodes’s comparison of base Tudor 
amphitheater and refined Stuart indoor theater ought not be taken 
as unquestionable documentary evidence of the actual circum-
stances in the playhouses. Such statements nonetheless give a 
sense of how the indoor theaters wanted to promote themselves. 
They advertised themselves as civil, private, and elite rather than 
rowdy, public, and common, and the scenes of their plays would 
seek to highlight that division.

Although Dekker continued in a populist vein in If This Be Not 
a Good Play at the Red Bull, fewer plays of the seventeenth century 
feature petitioning scenes. Those Stuart and Caroline plays that 
do feature petitions tended to downplay the popular politics with 
which the scene had been associated. For example, the petitioners 
in Chapman’s The Tragedy of Chabot are silent observers of the 
title character’s trial, and the petitioners in Shirley’s The Sisters 
turn out to be con artists rather than aggrieved citizens.

One might well read Marston’s What You Will (1601) as a late 
Elizabethan farewell to the petitioning scene of the 1580s and 
1590s. Written for the Children of Paul’s—a company that per-
formed only for Court and for the private, indoor theaters—the 
play begins with a debate about the aesthetic judgment of the 
audience, a debate settled by a prologue spoken by “the Author,” 
presumably Marston himself.75 The prologue spurns the idea of ca-
tering to popular tastes as laboring for “Sweet breath from tainted 
stomacks” and instead appeals to the cultivated tastes of “the 
faire proportion’d loues of witte,” the elite audience of the boys’ 
company.76 The play even includes a scene with a schoolmaster to 
remind the audience of the privileged background of the company. 
About a third of the way through the episodic comedy, the mad 
duke enters with courtiers and ladies. Exploiting the acoustics of 
the indoor theater, the scene features musical accompaniment.77 
No words are spoken as the duke is presented with a petition. 
Rather than an examination of justice or a serious moment of 
reflection on the relation between Court and commoner in the 
play, the stage directions indicate that the duke silently thrusts 
the petition into the flame of one of the indoor theater’s candles 
and “lightes his tobacco pipe with it.”78 The duke then “goes out 
dauncing” in a trail of tobacco smoke, leaving the wealthy audi-
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ence of the indoor theater to prepare for the next scene as the 
last scrap of the stage petition smolders to ash.79
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